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ABSTRACT: Perfluorinated alkyl acids (PFAAs) are important global
pollutants with unique pharmacokinetics. Evidence is accumulating that
their behavior within organisms is affected by interaction with a number of
proteins. In mammals, serum albumin, fatty acid binding proteins (FABPs)
and organic anion transporters (OATs) have been identified as important to
the tissue distribution, species-specific accumulation, and species- and gender-
specific elimination rates of perfluoroalkyl carboxylates and perfluoroalkane
sulfonates. Similar pharmacokinetics has been identified in fish. Yet, no
mechanistic model exists for the bioaccumulation of PFAAs in fish that
explicitly considers protein interactions. In this work, we present the first
mechanistic protein-binding bioconcentration model for PFAAs in fish. Our
model considers PFAA uptake via passive diffusion at the gills, association with
serum albumin in the circulatory and extracellular spaces, association with
FABP in the liver, and renal elimination and reabsorption facilitated by OAT proteins. The model is evaluated using measured
bioconcentration and tissue distribution data collected in two previous studies of rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) and
common carp (Cyprinus carpio). Comparing our model with previous attempts to describe PFAA bioconcentration using a
nonspecific (partitioning-type) approach shows that inclusion of protein interactions is key to accurately predicting tissue-specific
PFAA distribution and bioconcentration.

1. INTRODUCTION

Perfluorinated alkyl acids (PFAAs), including perfluoroalkyl
carboxylic acids (PFCAs) and perfluoroalkane sulfonic acids
(PFSAs) belong to an important class of highly persistent,
bioaccumulative industrial chemicals detected on a global
scale.1−6

Field and laboratory studies indicate that, in contrast to
neutral hydrophobic contaminants, the blood plasma, liver, and
kidney are key sites for PFAA accumulation.7−10 Adipose and
muscle are typically the compartments with lowest levels4,8,11,12

(an exception is a recent study on Great Lakes herring gulls,13

where adipose tissue had the highest concentrations of PFSAs
but not PFCAs). Furthermore, PFAAs display substantial
interspecies variability in tissue distribution and clearance
rates.7 For some PFAAs, gender-specific differences in
elimination rates have been reported.14−17

PFAA toxicokinetics have been most well studied in
mammals, where three important features of their uptake and
disposition have been identified. First, PFAAs are strongly
bound to albumin in the plasma,18−20 making blood an
important accumulation medium.2,12,21−23 Second, PFAA
transport into cells is most likely controlled by a combination
of passive diffusion and facilitation by transporter proteins.15,24

Organic anion transporter (OAT) proteins, like the human
OAT4 and URAT-1 proteins, are renal transporters that
facilitate the reabsorption of organic anions from urine back to
blood, and are thought to be responsible for the long half-life of

some PFAAs.24 The rat ortholog to these proteins, Oatp1a1, is
more highly expressed in males than in females and thus may
explain the observed gender difference in rat PFOA clearance
rates.17 Third, PFAAs bind to cytosolic fatty acid binding
proteins (FABPs), which are ubiquitous in a number of cell
types, and thus serve as an important PFAA sink in certain
tissues.25−27

Albumin, OATs and FABPs are all proteins active in fatty
acid metabolism.26,28−32 If we conclude from observations in
mammals that proteins active in fatty acid metabolism influence
PFAA accumulation, similar mechanisms may also affect PFAA
bioaccumulation in fish. Many of the same proteins, or proteins
having similar function, have been identified in fish. Albumin-
like proteins are found in salmonids, including rainbow trout.33

In carp, where no albumin has been identified, high-density
lipoprotein (HDL) performs many of the same transport
functions.34 Orthologs to mammalian OATs and FABPs have
been identified in a number of fish species.30,35−43 In Atlantic
salmon, fatty acid uptake by hepatocytes is mediated by both
passive diffusion and a saturable, inhibitable protein-mediated
uptake mechanism.44 Finally, gender-specific differences in
PFAA clearance rates in fathead minnow16 and tissue-specific
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bioaccumulation in male and female zebrafish45 indicate that
some interactions between PFAAs and fatty acid transporters
are conserved from mammals to fish. Yet, only one study to
date has specifically addressed PFAA−protein interactions in
fish.46 No mechanistic models exist to assess the impact of
protein interactions on PFAA accumulation in fish.
In this work, we construct a novel protein-binding model for

the bioconcentration of PFAAs in fish. The model explicitly
considers binding of PFAAs to serum albumin in blood and
interstitial fluids, binding to FABP in the liver, and renal
clearance facilitated by organic anion transporters (OATs).
Given the lack of fish-specific data, the model utilizes all
available protein interaction data collected for a variety of
species, primarily mammals. We test whether the bioaccumu-
lation patterns the model predicts are consistent with what has
been measured in bioconcentration experiments with rainbow
trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss)11 and common carp (Cyprinus
carpio).47 The performance of our model is also discussed in
the context of the only other models currently available for
bioconcentration of PFAAs in fish: namely, the models of
Webster and Ellis (2011)48 and Armitage et al. (2013),49 which
both take an equilibrium partitioning approach.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Model Structure. The model consists of 10 compart-
ments (Figure 1): blood (B), adipose interstitial fluid (AF),
adipose tissue (AT), muscle interstitial fluid (MF), muscle
tissue (MT), liver interstitial fluid (LF), liver tissue (LT),
kidney interstitial fluid (KF), kidney tissue (KT), and urine
(Ur). The blood and interstitial fluid (extracellular) compart-
ments contain albumin and thus PFAA−albumin binding can
occur in these five compartments. The liver tissue compartment
contains liver fatty acid binding protein (FABP) and thus
PFAA−FABP binding can occur in this compartment.
PFAAs bind to albumin with rate constant bon and dissociate

with rate constant boff. The kinetics are defined by the albumin

equilibrium association constant, KA
Alb, as described in Section

2.2, below. Within the liver tissue, PFAAs bind to and dissociate
from liver fatty acid binding proteins (FABP) according to the
equilibrium association constant, KA

FABP.
Facilitated transport is included in the kidneys, where we

model two competing protein-mediated processes: PFAA
removal from the kidneys to urine (with rate constant bclear)
and reabsorption from the urine back to the kidneys (with rate
constant breab). For transport between any other pair of
compartments, i and j, we consider passive diffusion only, with
rate constant bi−j. Passive diffusion is possible only for free
(unbound) PFAA. Clearance occurs by advection with urine
(with rate QUrCUr) or via passive diffusion at the gills (with rate
constant bB−W).
Because no data are available for PFAA fecal egestion, it is

currently not included in our model. The relative importance of
renal to fecal excretion of PFAAs is unknown in fish. In mice
and rats PFCAs are eliminated in urine and only much more
slowly in feces.50,51 For longer-chained PFCAs (C9 and
greater), where renal excretion is low, fecal excretion may be
more important.50

2.2. Rate Constants for Protein Interactions. To
describe binding to albumin (Alb) or to liver fatty acid binding
protein (FABP), we utilize published equilibrium association
constants (KA

Alb or KA
FABP, respectively). These equilibrium

constants are ratios of individual association and dissociation
rate constants.19,20,52−56

=K k k/A
P P p

on off (1)

The association rate constant for a protein p, kon
p , is a second-

order rate constant in units of M−1s−1, because the association
rate it describes depends both on the mass of substrate (PFAA)
that is binding to the protein and on the concentration of
available binding sites.57,58 The dissociation rate constant, on
the other hand, is a first-order rate constant in units of s−1, and
is multiplied by the mass of bound PFAA to determine the

Figure 1. Model schematic indicating protein interactions in blood (B), interstitial fluid (AF, MF, LF, KF) and liver tissue (LT) compartments.
Intercompartment exchange occurs via passive diffusion (all compartments) and active renal clearance (bclear) and reabsorption (breab) facilitated by
OAT proteins in kidney tissue (KT).
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dissociation rate in units of mol/s. The concentration of
available binding sites in relevant compartments is calculated
through six population balances: for blood, liver fluid, liver
tissue, kidney fluid, muscle fluid, and adipose fluid. All take the
general form

= −
c

t
k C k C C

d

d
p
i

p i p
p
i i

,unocc

off bound on
,unocc

free (2)

Cp
i,unocc is the concentration of available (unoccupied) binding

sites of protein p in compartment i. The dissociation rate
constant for protein p is koff

p , and the association rate constant is

kon
p . The concentration of PFAA bound to protein in
compartment i is Cbound

i and the concentration of free PFAA
is Cfree

i In each of these balances, the initial concentration of
available binding sites in a compartment is the total
concentration of protein in the compartment multiplied by
the number of binding sites per protein molecule, which can be
PFAA-specific (see Table 2).
Using the concentration of available binding sites we can

calculate a PFAA binding rate constant in compartment i, bon
i ,

in units of s−1:

Table 1. PFAA Mass Balances

mass balancea

blood (B)b

∑ ∑= − − +

− +

− − − −M
t

b C b M b M b M

b M b M

d
d i i

free
B

W B
free
W B W

free
B B iF

free
B iF B

free
iF

on
B

free
B

off
B

bound
B

= −
M

t
b M b M

d
d
bound
B

on
B

free
B

off
B

bound
B

adipose fluid (AF)
= + − + −

+

− − − −M
t

b M b M b b M b M

b M

d
d

( )free
AF

B AF
free
B AT AF

free
AT AF B AF AT

free
AF

on
AF

free
AF

off
AF

bound
AF

= −
M

t
b M b M

d
d
bound
AF

on
AF

free
AF

off
AF

bound
AF

adipose tissue (AT)
= −− −M

t
b M b M

d
d

free
AT

AF AT
free
AF AT AF

free
AT

muscle fluid (MF)
= + − +

− +

− − − −M
t

b M b M b b M

b M b M

d
d

( )free
MF

B MF
free
B MT MF

free
MT MF B MF MT

free
MF

on
MF

free
MF

off
MF

bound
MF

= −
M

t
b M b M

d
d
bound
MF

on
MF

free
MF

off
MF

bound
MF

muscle tissue (MT)
= −− −M

t
b M b M

d
d

free
MT

MF MT
free
MF MT MF

free
MT

liver fluid (LF)
= + − + −

+

− − − −M
t

b M b M b b M b M

b M

d
d

( )free
LF

B LF
free
B LT LF

free
LT LF B LF LT

free
LF

on
LF

free
LF

off
LF

bound
LF

= −
M

t
b M b M

d
d
bound
LF

on
LF

free
LF

off
LF

bound
LF

liver tissue (LT)
= − − +− −M

t
b M b M b M b M

d
d

LT
free

LF LT
free
LF LT LF

free
LT

on
LT

free
LT

off
LT

bound
LT

= −
M

t
b M b M

d
d
bound
LT

on
LT

free
LT

off
LT

bound
LT

kidney fluid (KF)
= + − + −

+

− − − −M
t

b M b M b b M b M

b M

d
d

( )free
KF

B KF
free
B KT KF

free
KT KF B KF KT

free
KF

on
KF

free
KF

off
KF

bound
KF

= −
M

t
b M b M

d
d
bound
iF

on
KF

free
KF

off
KF

bound
KF

kidney tissue (KT)
= − + + −

+

− − − −M
t

b M b b M b M b M

b M

d
d

( )free
KT

KF KT
free
KF KT KF KT Ur

free
KT Ur KT

free
Ur

clear free
KT

reab free
Ur

urine (Ur)
= − + − −− −M

t
b M b M b M b M

Q

V
M

d
d

free
Ur

KT Ur
free
KT Ur KT

free
Ur

clear free
KT

reab free
Ur Ur

Ur free
Ur

aMfree refers to unbound PFAA, which is free to move between compartments, while Mbound is chemical bound to albumin or, in the liver tissue,
FABP. bIn summation expressions, i = A (adipose), M (muscle), L (liver), and K (kidney).
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=b k Ci p
p
i

on on
,unocc

(3)

The PFAA dissociation rate constant in compartment i, boff
i ,

is the first order dissociation rate constant for protein p, koff
p ,

with units of s−1:

=b ki p
off off (4)

Only the equilibrium constant, KA
p , is available from literature.

No studies currently exist that specifically measure the
individual association and dissociation rate constants (kon

p and
koff
p ) for PFAAs with either albumin or FABPs. However, in this
work we focus on the steady-state results, which depend only
on KA

p and on the total concentration of protein p in
compartment i, Cp

i , but not on the individual association and
dissociation constants, as shown in the Supporting Information
(SI) (Section S4-2).
2.3. PFAA Mass Balance Equations. In addition to the

protein site balances, there are 16 PFAA mass balances that
describe the PFAA−protein interactions and exchange between
each of the model compartments depicted in Figure 1: there are
two for blood (one for free chemical and one for chemical
bound to albumin); two each for the liver, kidney, muscle, and
adipose interstitial fluid compartments (for free and albumin-
bound chemical); one each for the muscle and adipose tissue
compartments, where no binding occurs; two for the liver tissue
compartment (one for free chemical and one for chemical
bound to FABP); one for the kidney tissue compartment and
finally one for urine. These mass balances are listed in Table 1.
A glossary of all model parameters is provided in the SI
(Section S1). All first-order rate constants for transport among
compartments are described in detail in the SI, Sections S3-2
and S4-1.
2.4. Model Parameterization. Fish Physiology. Our

model represents a generic 8 g fish (similar to the size of
rainbow trout used in the experiment of Martin et al. (2003)),11

for which we need corresponding compartment volumes (Vi),
areas for intercompartment exchange (Ai−j), albumin concen-
trations in blood serum and interstitial fluid compartments
(CAlb

i ) and an estimate of the FABP concentration in liver tissue
(CFABP

LT ).
In SI section S2-1 we explain how compartment volumes are

derived using the work of Barron et al. (1987), Gingerich et al.
(1987) and Bushnell et al. (1988).59−61 Compartment volumes
are summarized in SI Tables S1 and S2. Areas for
intercompartment exchange are estimated by assuming a
simplified capillary geometry and scaled according to organ-
specific blood volumes, based on the work of Soldatov (2006)
and Gingerich et al. (1987),60,62 as detailed in SI Section S2-1
and summarized in Table S3. In SI Section S2-3 we describe

how blood, water and urine flow rates were estimated for our 8-
g fish. These values are summarized in SI Table S4.
Albumin concentrations are estimated based on both fish and

mammalian literature. Manera and Britti33 provide an estimate
of CAlb

B for rainbow trout serum. For the interstitial fluid
compartments, no fish-specific data were available. However, a
study on human subjects provided estimates of concentrations
in muscle and adipose interstitial fluid relative to serum levels;63

additional mammalian studies have shown that albumin
concentrations in interstitial fluids of the liver are about half
that in plasma, and we assume a similar level for the kidney.28,64

We assume tissue compartments contain no albumin. Finally,
we estimate the concentration of FABP in liver tissues as
approximately 50 μM, following Londraville (1996).65 All
protein concentrations used in the model are summarized in SI
Table S5.

PFAA Properties. We consider six PFAAs for which sufficient
bioconcentration and protein interaction data exist to assess our
model performance: perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA), perfluor-
odecanoic acid (PFDA), perfluoroundecanoic acid (PFUnA),
perfluorododecanoic acid (PFDoA), perfluorohexane sulfonate
(PFHxS), and perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS). Their
structures are shown in SI Figure S2.
For uptake from water to blood, we use measured passive

PFAA diffusion rates in different types of cells.15,17,24 From
these rates we calculate effective membrane permeabilities for
each PFAA, which are then used to calculate the rate constants
for passive diffusion to and from the blood via the gills (bW−B

and bB−W, respectively, see SI Sections S3-2 and S4-1 for
details).
Two types of protein interaction data are needed: binding

and transport. The model uses equilibrium association
constants to describe binding to albumin in the blood and
interstitial fluid compartments (KA

Alb), and to FABPs in the liver
tissue compartment (KA

FABP). In the kidney tissue, rate constants
are needed to describe clearance (bclear) and reabsorption (breab)
via OAT-facilitated transport.
For the equilibrium association constant with albumin (KA

Alb),
data are largely restricted to interactions with bovine and
human serum albumin. We compile data from five recent
studies: Han et al. (2003),52 Chen et al. (2009),18 Hebert et al.
(2010),19 MacManus-Spencer et al. (2010),20 Bischel et al.
(2010),54 and Qin et al. (2010).53 From these studies, which
estimated KA

Alb using a variety of techniques, we extract the
minimum (low) and maximum (high) values reported for six
PFAAs (Table 2). Most of the low values are found in the
Hebert et al. (2010) study, which uses fluorescence spectros-
copy, whereas Bischel et al. (2010), using equilibrium dialysis,
and Chen et al. (2009), who used site-specific fluorescence,

Table 2. Summary of Association Constants (KA) and Binding Sites (n) for PFAA Binding to Albumin (Alb) and Fatty Acid
Binding Protein (FABP), with Their Sources

KA
Alb (M−1) source KA

FABP (M−1) source

low high low high

PFOA 3.7 × 103 (n = 7.5) 1.4 × 106 (n = 1.4) Han (2003)52 Bischel (2010)54 5.6 × 104 (n = 1)a Woodcroft (2010)56

PFDA 4.7 × 104 (n = 2.3) 4.4 × 105 (n = 1)a Hebert (2010)19 Qin (2010)53 6.4 × 105 (n = 1)a,b ̋
PFUnA 4.3 × 104 (n = 2.4) 3.0 × 105 (n = 1)a ̋ MacManus-Spencer (2010)20 2.2 × 106 (n = 1)a,b ̋
PFDoA 1.2 × 106 (n = 1)a Chen (2009)18 7.4 × 106 (n = 1)a,b ̋
PFHxS 1.2 × 104 (n = 1.65) Hebert (2010)19 1.7 × 104 (n = 1)a,b ̋
PFOS 8.9 × 103 (n = 2.1) 7.6 × 106 (n = 1)a ̋ Chen (2009)18 1.9 × 105 (n = 1)a,b ̋

aValue refers to primary binding site. bWoodcroft et al. (2010) provide values for C5−C9 PFCAs. We use their data to extrapolate values for all our
PFAAs as explained in SI Section S3-4.
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provide the highest values. In the case of PFHxS and PFDoA,
only one binding constant for each was available. For PFHxS
the value is from the Hebert et al. (2010) study; we assume this
is a lower bound. For PFDoA, the value from the Chen et al.
(2009) study is among the highest reported for any PFAA. We
assume this to represent a higher-end estimate.
Although FABPs are ubiquitous in many tissues and have

been identified in zebrafish,40 striped bass,42 Atlantic
salmon,30,39 and rainbow trout,41 no data are currently available
for association constants of PFAAs with FABPs in fish. The
interactions of C5−C9 PFAAs with FABPs have been measured
in rat hepatocytes by Woodcroft et al. (2010).56 We use their
study to extrapolate equilibrium binding constants between
PFAAs and FABPs in the liver for C8−C12 PFCAs and assume
PFSA−FABP binding strengths are equal to those for PFCAs of
equivalent perfluorinated carbon chain length (see SI Section
S3-4).
Fatty acid transport proteins, of which OATs are a class, have

been identified as active in fatty acid transport in fish heart,
adipose, brain, gills, and intestine.35,39 However, data for PFAA
interaction with these transporter proteins are completely
lacking for fish and in the mammalian literature are largely
restricted to hepatocyte uptake15 or renal transport.17,24 Of
these studies, only the renal OAT study by Weaver et al.
(2010)17 considers multiple PFAAs. We thus derive rate
constants for facilitated clearance and reabsorption in the
kidney using the Weaver et al. study, as described in SI Section
S3-3 and Table S7.
2.5. Model Assessment. In all, the model includes 35

independent parameters (SI Tables S9 and S10). However,
there are no fitted parameters. Due to lack of data for PFAA−
protein interactions in fish, many of these values are based on
literature studies for mammals (primarily rats and humans).
Thus a favorable comparison between our model results and
measured tissue distribution and bioconcentration data for fish
is not only an assessment of our model, but also of the
plausibility of parallels in PFAA-protein interactions between
mammals and fish. In section S3-5 and Table S8 of the SI we
discuss the species-specific origin of protein parameters used in
the model. We also perform a sensitivity analysis (SI Section
S5) to identify all parameters to which our model is most
sensitive.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Tissue Distributions. We first compare the tissue

distributions predicted by our model to the data from Martin et
al. (2003)11 (Figure 2) for PFOA, PFDA, PFUnA, PFDoA,
PFHxS, and PFOS. In order to predict concentrations for
comparison with these data, we ran the model for each PFAA
using the exposure concentration given by Martin et al. In their
paper, they note PFDoA concentrations in water were below
the limit of detection (LOD) of 0.4 μg/L, and in their Table 1
list the water concentration of PFDoA as 0.2 μg/L, or 1/2 the
limit of detection. In our model runs, we take both values (0.2
and 0.4 μg/L) and show the predicted range in Figure 2 using a
dotted line.
Where more than one value for the equilibrium association

constant with albumin (KA
Alb) was available for a single PFAA,

we show the range of predictions obtained using the lowest and
highest values (Figure 2, black lines). The height of the bar
indicates the average between low and high predictions where
two KA

Alb values were available or the single value predicted
when only one KA

Alb was available.

Two features can be assessed here: the distribution of PFAAs
across different compartments, and the concentrations of
different PFAAs in each compartment. The tissue distribution
predicted by our model (blood ≈ liver > kidney > muscle ≈
adipose) is similar to that measured by Martin et al. (blood >
liver ≈ kidney > muscle ≈ adipose). However, our model
generally under-predicts levels in the kidney and blood and
overpredicts them (to a smaller extent) in adipose. In all
compartments except the kidney the model-predicted mean
concentrations follow the same chain length dependence as the
data for the PFCAs: PFDoA > PFUnA > PFOA. For the
PFSAs, the model correctly predicts that PFOS > PFHxS, but
because PFHxS is under-predicted in liver, blood and adipose
compartments, they do not show the same PFCA to PFSA
pattern as the data.
In the liver compartment, for which we include both albumin

and FABP interactions, values for all PFAAs are within a factor
of 2 of measured concentrations, except for PFHxS, which is
underestimated by a factor of 20. For PFOA and PFDoA, the
measured concentration lies within the prediction range.
In the kidney, predictions for PFDA and PFOS are within a

factor of 1.5, and both PFOA and PFHxS measured
concentrations overlap our prediction ranges. However, the
model substantially underestimates concentrations for PFUnA
and PFDoA, one of the largest deviations observed (a factor of
25). Furthermore, the distribution in the kidney compartment
does not follow the same pattern as the other compartments.
This is due to the effect of competing clearance and
reabsorption processes, which also follow a chain-length-
dependence but not in a uniform way (for example,
reabsorption increases with chain length more rapidly than
clearance).17

In the blood compartment, both PFOS and PFOA data are
within the prediction range. PFDoA and PFDA are both
underestimated but within a factor of 4 of the measured data.
PFUnA, on the other hand, is underestimated by nearly an
order of magnitude, and PFHxS by a factor of 30.
In the muscle compartment, all prediction ranges except for

PFDA fall within the range of measured values, and PFDA is
overestimated by only about a factor of 1.4. Finally, predictions
for the adipose compartment are all within about a factor of 1.5

Figure 2. PFAA tissue distribution. Model predictions (bars) and
values measured by Martin et al. (2003)11 (red circles, one standard
error indicated by red line). Prediction ranges for PFOA, PFDA,
PFUnA, and PFOS based on reported KA

Alb ranges (see Table 2) are
indicated by black lines. The black dotted line for PFDoA predictions
is based on exposure concentrations of 0.2 and 0.4 μg/L (1/2 the limit
of detection and the limit of detection in the Martin et al. study,
respectively).
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of the measured data except for PFHxS, which is under-
predicted by a factor of 11.
A clear strength of our model is the ability to predict PFAA

concentrations well within an order of magnitude across
different compartments that are characterized as having both a
high degree of protein interaction (e.g., liver, blood) and
relatively little protein interaction (muscle, adipose). However,
PFHxS is substantially under-predicted in liver, muscle and
adipose compartments. As noted in the section on PFAA
properties, we expect the single value for KA

Alb available for this
chemical is likely a lower bound. In the kidney compartment,
the PFAA distribution pattern predicted by our model was not
observed in the rainbow trout data of Martin et al. (2003)11 and
there were large deviations for PFUnA and PFDoA
concentrations. Thus, it is likely that the active clearance and
reabsorption processes we modeled based on rat data do not
operate in the same way or to the same extent in fish.
3.2. Tissue-Specific Bioconcentration Factors. We next

evaluate our model performance in predicting PFAA
bioconcentration factors (BCF). In this case, because the
BCF relates the concentration in the tissue to that in the
surrounding water, we run all model calculations assuming the
same concentration in water (1 × 10−6 mol/m3). We compare
our predictions to data for rainbow trout from Martin et al.
(2003)11 and common carp from Inoue et al. (2012).47

For rainbow trout, BCF data were available for carcass
(which Martin et al. suggest are within 80−90% of a whole
body value), blood and liver. In common carp, data were
available for whole body, viscera, integument, and “remaining

parts”.47 We compare rainbow trout blood data to model
predictions for the blood compartment. We compare rainbow
trout liver and common carp viscera data to model predictions
for the liver compartment. For the whole body BCF, we sum
the steady-state mass of PFAAs predicted by our model over all
of our compartments and divide by the exposure concentration.
We compare this to rainbow trout carcass and common carp
whole body data.
In cases where a range of KA

Alb values was used, a range of
predicted BCFs is indicated. In addition, we plot the
predictions of our model with binding to albumin and FABP
removed to illustrate the model run with only nonspecific
(passive diffusion) interactions considered (Figure 3).
Predicted BCFs (Figure 3) are within one log unit of

measured BCFs in all compartments and for every PFAA
considered except for PFHxS and, in the whole body
compartment, PFUnA (both Martin et al. and Inoue et al.
data sets) and PFDoA (Martin et al. data set only). PFHxS is
under-predicted in all compartments, by a factor of 20 in the
whole body (where the least overall binding is expected due to
inclusion of the muscle and adipose compartments) and a
factor of 130 in the liver (where the most bindingto both
albumin and FABPis included).
In the blood compartment (Figure 3a), the range of

predicted BCFs for PFOA and PFOS encompasses the
measured data. The model-predicted BCF of PFDA is within
a factor of 3 of the data, the BCF of PFDoA is within a factor of
4, and the predicted BCF of PFUnA is within a factor of 8.

Figure 3. Comparison of predicted and measured bioconcentration factors (BCF) for PFCAs (solid symbols) and PFSAs (hollow symbols) in (a)
blood, (b) liver, and (c) whole body. Ranges are indicated for predictions derived using low and high values for the albumin association constant
(KA

Alb). Solid line is 1:1 line indicating perfect agreement with data; dotted lines indicate ±1 log unit. Data are from Martin et al. (2003)11 (circles)
and Inoue et al. (2012)47 (diamonds). Model predictions without considering specific protein binding are also shown ( × for PFCAs, + for PFSAs).
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In the liver compartment (Figure 3b), the predicted BCF
range of PFOA encompasses the measured data. The BCFs of
PFDA, PFUnA and PFDoA are all within a factor of 3 of the
measured BCFs. The model-data agreement is by far the best in
the liver compartment, where both albumin and FABP binding
are included in the model.
Measured PFOA BCFs from both the Martin et al. and Inoue

et al. data sets are within the range of predicted whole-body
BCFs (Figure 3c). The predicted BCF of PFOS is within a
factor of 3 of the measured data. As stated above, the predicted
BCFs of PFUnA, PFDoA (for the Martin et al. data set), and
PFHxS fall outside a factor of 10 of the data. In general the
model under-predicts BCFs in the whole body.
For all three BCFs (blood, liver and whole body), when the

model is run without protein binding none of the predictions
for any PFAA are within a factor of 10 of the measured data.
The only exception is PFOA in the whole body and the liver.
Most BCFs are under-predicted by close to 2 log units, or a
factor of 100. Thus the inclusion of protein binding is essential
to the predictive power of the model.
3.3. Sensitivity Analysis. In order to probe the effect of

parameter uncertainties on model predictions, we performed a
factor-at-a-time sensitivity analysis over all independent model
parameters (see SI Section S5). The analysis revealed that out
of the 35 independent model parameters, most important are
the equilibrium association constants for binding to albumin
(KA

Alb) and the availability of binding sites, as described by the
concentration of albumin in a given compartment (CAlb

i ) and
the number of binding sites per albumin molecule (n). Second
most important are parameters related to passive diffusion at
the gills, namely the effective membrane permeability (Peff), the
steady-state concentration ratio (CRSS

C−W) that describes the
back-diffusion mass transfer coefficient (see SI Section S3-2)
and the area for blood-water exchange (AB−W, the gill area).
Finally, the ratio of interstitial fluid to tissue subcompartment
volumes, though less important than either the binding or the
diffusion parameters, affects predictions of compartment-
specific BCFs.

4. DISCUSSION
The tissue distributions and bioconcentration factors predicted
by our model are in good agreement with observations in
rainbow trout and common carp, except for the substantial
under-estimation of PFHxS. Model performance is best in the
liver, which is also the most well characterized compartment in
terms of protein binding, since both albumin and liver FABP
binding data were available.18−20,52−54,56 Model performance is
also good in the blood, where the albumin concentration, and
thus the fraction of bound PFAA, is highest. Like the liver, the
blood compartment is relatively well characterized; there was a
trout-specific measured concentration of albumin available,33

and KA
Alb values for all modeled PFAAs (see Table 2).

Model performance was not as strong in the whole body,
where PFAA BCFs were generally under-predicted. This may
be explained by the lack of FABP binding in other
compartments where no data were available, although it is
known that other fish tissues also contain FABPs.42 The model
also relies on empirical estimates of membrane permeability
and includes active uptake only in the kidney; it is possible that
either passive diffusion was under-predicted or that active
uptake should be included in more compartments.
The most poorly predicted PFAA, in all compartments, was

PFHxS. As previously noted, only one value of KA
Alb for PFHxS

was available from the literature,19 and we expect that this value
represents a lower bound. The general pattern observed in the
data suggests that sulfonic acids behave differently from
carboxylic acids and that their protein binding strengths may
be stronger than indicated by their perfluorinated carbon chain
lengths. The measured BCFs of PFOS in all compartments are
between those of PFDA and PFUnA, whereas PFOS has the
same number of perfluorinated carbons as PFNA. This is
further supported by the high value of KA

Alb estimated for
PFOS,18 which gives the best BCF predictions in our model.
Similarly, the measured BCF of PFHxS is consistently higher
than that of PFOA, despite PFOA having an additional
perfluorinated carbon. If this pattern follows for all protein
interactions, higher binding strengths with FABPs, which have
not yet been measured for PFSAs, should be expected.
This work is the first fish bioconcentration model that

explicitly considers PFAA−protein interactions. Only two other
fish-specific PFAA bioconcentration models have been
published to date. The first, by Webster and Ellis (2010),48 is
a partitioning-based model that assumes that only the neutral
fraction of the chemical is available for uptake. They argue that
equilibrium partitioning is sufficient to explain whole-body BCF
values for PFAAs, based on an assumed pKa for perfluorinated
acids of 3.8 and using the KOW of the neutral fraction (adjusted
by the fraction of neutral chemical at biological pH) to predict
the BCF. However, the weight of evidence from current
research points to a pKa value for most PFCAs of about 1.0 or
lower.66−69 Using this more realistic value, their model would
under-predict PFAA BCFs by several orders of magnitude. Our
model, which has a much higher degree of biological fidelity
and does not rely on such assumptions about the
physicochemical properties of PFAAs, can successfully predict
the amount and tissue-specific distribution of these chemicals in
fish.
More recently, Armitage et al. (2013) developed a

bioconcentration model for ionizable organic chemicals in
fish.49 It focuses on two parameters: an octanol−water
distribution coefficient, DOW, for interaction of both neutral
and charged species with neutral (storage) lipids, and a
membrane−water distribution coefficient DMW, which charac-
terizes the interaction of both neutral and ionized species with
membrane phospholipids. Because of the partially charged
nature of phospholipids, the DMW does not decrease as rapidly
with degree of ionization as the DOW and thus the model can
help to explain higher than expected accumulation of ionizable
compounds in fish. The authors apply this model to a number
of PFAAs. However, results are only compared to the Martin et
al. (2003) carcass BCFs, and no information is given for how
the model might be parametrized for other organs. Given that
blood serum and liver are important for PFAA accumula-
tion,8,9,13 the performance of a PFAA bioconcentration model
for these compartments is key. Although we agree that
nonspecific membrane partitioning may play a part in PFAA
accumulation, our model results illustrate that it cannot provide
the full picture.
Our model includes some important features that have not

previously been implemented in fish bioconcentration models.
These include PFAA interactions with albumin in serum and
interstitial fluid compartments and with FABPs in the liver
tissue. The inclusion of active renal clearance and reabsorption
driven by interactions with OATs led to a mismatch between
our model predictions in the kidney and available tissue
distribution data. This suggests that renal transport may not be
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as important in fish as it is in mammals, or that active transport
rates differ substantially from mammals to fish. The lack of
agreement for this particular compartment reinforces the need
for fish-specific studies of protein interactions. To date, the
work of Jones et al. (2003)46 is the only one that looks at the
interaction of PFAAs with fish serum proteins. However, the
overall success of our model to predict patterns of tissue
distribution and bioconcentration in both trout and carp
suggests that parallels do exist between fish and mammalian
systems in the way proteins interact with PFAAs. Given that
our model is based on parameters measured for a variety of
species and that there are no fitted parameters, the agreement
between model predictions and measured data seems
remarkable.
The wide ranges found in the literature for values of KA

Alb for
single PFAAs indicate that uncertainty in binding strength is
still high. Given the importance of these parameters, as
highlighted by our sensitivity analysis, more comprehensive
studies are needed to measure protein interactions for a wider
range of proteins and PFAAs at environmentally relevant PFAA
concentrations. Importantly, different techniques lead to
substantially different estimates; more systematic testing of
these techniques is warranted.
Our model holds promise for the prediction of tissue-specific

bioconcentration in fish, and may be useful as a tool to
investigate further gaps in our knowledge regarding how these
important chemicals operate within organisms. Of particular
importance is the move by industry away from long-chain
PFAAs. Not only are shorter-chain PFAAs being produced in
increasing amounts, but the diversity of structures is also
increasing. If the bioaccumulation potential of PFAAs is tied to
their similarities with fatty acids, will that similarity hold for
different structures such as branched chemicals? Can bulkier
molecules occupy the same hydrophobic pockets exploited by
fatty acids and linear perfluoroalkyl acids,70 or do protein
interactions with branched structures differ in important ways?
Further protein interaction and bioaccumulation studies on
different perfluorinated structures are clearly needed.
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